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Corporate Development/ M&A Post Covid 19, in a Nutshell
Divestments

Acquisitions
 53% sees C-19 as an opportunity to grow through
acquisitions

 9% will probably divest in the coming 2 years

 51% is planning to do acquisitions or form a JV in the
coming 2 years

 Portfolio refocus (66%) is by far the most important reason
for divesting in China, followed by strengthening the business
(13%)

 The main motives for acquisitions/JVs in China: expanding
market share (62%), new business/platform for growth
(50%) and more localized offering (38%)
 Agreeing on valuation (79%) appears to be the biggest
challenge when closing a transaction, followed by
compliance/due diligence (70%) and identifying the right
targets (63%)

 34% expects a local Chinese strategic investor to be the
buyer/investor, whereas 21% expects it to be an
international strategic investor and 17% an international PE
firm (31% has no idea)

Some more statistics
Expectations of sector structure in the coming
3 years

Corporate Strategy in China in the coming 2
years
Restructuring/ Divesting

More
fragmented
Stable/don't
know

9%
Above 13x EBITDA

19%

More
consolidated
16%

Estimated current valuation range in the
sector

Acquisition/Joint Venture

10-13x EBITDA

51%

8-10x EBITDA

66%
Organic growth

81%

Below 8x EBITDA

11%

18%

35%
37%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
Source: InterChina Survey
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InterChina Partners

A well-respected China-focused cross-border advisory firm
Our Performance

Who We Are

Global Reach

China Leader

Clearwater International
23 global offices
200 advisors
~1,500 transactions with total
value of EU 70+ bil

26 years in the market
50 Advisors
Independent (Partnership)

Our Clients
Multinationals F.1000.
Private Equity
Chinese Listed & POE

Sector Specialist
Active Access to top
stakeholders and strategic
trends
in 5 industry vectors

USD 8+ bil

200+

in total transaction value by
2020

transactions successfully
closed since 1994

6-10

50%

Transactions closed each
year. 80-200 million Usd
range.

of transactions are Strategic
acquisitions, 50%
Divestments.
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Our Track Record

We are among the preferred advisors for mid-market cross-border deals in China,
focusing on M&A (acquisitions, restructuring and divestment)

Deals closed in Q1&Q2 2020

Deals closed in 2019
Tesca Group
World-class Auto Interior Trim
Specialist
France

Aviko
Leader Of Potato Processing

formed a global strategic alliance via a
JV with

sold a majority stake of Aviko
Snowvalley food to

Huafon Microfiber (Shanghai)

The Netherlands

Largest Microfiber Material Provider
China

Tesca was advised by
InterChina

CAF
Leading Provider Of Comprehensive
Railway Transit Solutions
Spain

ALS Ltd.
Leading Testing, Inspection And
Certification Business
China

established an equity JV with

divested its equity holdings to

Snowvalley Group

Tiansheng New Materials

Suez NWS

Domestic leader in China for potato
planting and processing

Leading polymer foam material
producer

World leader in smart and sustainable
resource management

Aviko was advised by
InterChina

CAF was advised by
InterChina

ALS was advised by
InterChina

China

CAF
Leading Provider Of Comprehensive
Railway Transit Solutions
Spain

China

Vallourec
World Leader In Premium Tubular
Solutions
France

France/China

Dongwoon Anatech
A Leading Analog Semiconductor
Company In S-korea And Internationally
South-Korea

established a JV with

divested one of its subsidiary’s plants in
China

divested its IC technology and the
related global business to and
established a JV allicance with

Kangwei Tongchuang Group

Various
Counterparties

Shenzhen Challenge Technology

Manufacturer Of Equipment And
Devices For The Rail And Infrastructure
Industry
China

CAF was advised by
InterChina

China

Vallourec was advised by
InterChina

China Leading Company In Consumer
Electronics And Transmission Parts
China

Dongwoon was advised by
InterChina

Odfjell Terminals China
Leading Global Tank Storage Service
Provider
China
divested its equity holdings in Odfjell
terminals (Dalian) to

VTTI B.V.
Fast-growing independent provider of
energy storage worldwide

BWI
A Premier Automotive Chassis Supplier
China
received equity funding from

Consortium led by Walden
International
A global venture capital fund

The Netherlands

USA

Odfjell was advised by
InterChina

BWI was advised by
InterChina

Odfjell Terminals Asia
Leading Global Tank Storage Service
Provider
China

BD
A Global Medical Technology Company

divested its equity holdings in Odfjell
terminals (Jiangyin) to

acquires infusion assets from

China

Yangzijiang Shipbuilding

Pengyao Pharmaceutical

One of largest private shipbuilding
companies globally

Producer Of Pharmaceutical Products

China

China

Odfjell was advised by
InterChina

BD was advised by
InterChina
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Survey scope & Information Sources

An overview of the survey respondents (#160 Quantitative and Qualitative Interviews)

Respondents’ Industries

Telecom,
Technology

Other

Business
Services

3%

Consumer
Goods, Retail &
Services

Materials,
Chemicals

6%

10%

22%

4%

Agriculture,
Food &
Beverage

12%
9%

Healthcare

25%
10%

Industrials,
Machinery,
Equipment

None
Resturcturing/Divesting

Quantitative Online Questionnaire



Qualitative one to one CEO level interviews.



Data obtained from our current M&A and JV
pipeline (16 projects, 50% Buy Side, 50%
Divestments, 70% Inbound, 30% Outbound).



Data based on the last 6 months transaction
record in cross-border and domestic deals in
China.

Automotive

Type Of M&A Transactions
Closed In The Past 2 Years
Other



7%
22%
22% 67%

Acquisition /Joint Venture

68%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
Source: InterChina Survey
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In H1 2020 Covid-19 impact was deep. However, China for
China business was “better than expected” in some sectors
Voices Of China Country Managers

More
Positive

Less
Positive

Many China country managers are positive about how quickly and strongly business has returned.
April has been our best month in
China ever, driven by
consumption rebound and
upgrading … But demand is still
patchy… Government stimulus will
continue until consumption is selfsustaining, and thus we are investing
aggressively.

International Food Company

February, March and April have been
fantastic months, while May looks
really good as well … Not only are we
replenishing depleted inventories, but
big local customers are ramping
up production to fulfil stimulus
driven demand growth.

International Industrials Manufacturer

Source: InterChina Interviews

We had a terrible February, but
great March and April … Online
retail and digital models were
boosted, not just as a short-term
solution, but as a new norm in
consumer behaviour for a greater
share of the population”.

With Chinese demand only returning to 90%
of what it was before, competition is now
a game of market share … Chinese
competitors have big war chests to spend
on challenging us.

International Retailer

International Retailer

We have 5 factories in China and
all are running at full capacity …
Orders are all returning…
Downstream demand from the
consumer sector is particularly
strong, likely driven by growth in
high-end segments and ecommerce.

International Chemicals Player

For Automotive, by year end, the sector
will likely be down 10-15% from last
year.
However… April and May looking good
based on demand (80% of pre-Covid
Budget) … The premium sector looks
resilience for Germans and Japanese
compared with others in the high-end
segment. In the Mid Segment, a clear
resurge of Chinese OEMs.
Commercial Vehicle is robust and even
growing.

International Car Maker
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…The overall picture for 2020 is mixed and unclear, but the
winners and losers seems to become clear now.
Winners & Losers
No Major Change

Winners
Changing Behavior: Ecommerce,
Remote Services, Health & Wellness

Strategic Importance: Healthcare,
5G

Fiscal Stimulus: Infrastructure

Losers
Travel
(Hotels, Airlines)

Industry
(Heavy Industry, Machinery)

Chemicals

Construction

Food Service

Automotives

Exports

Leisure
(Theme Parks, Cinemas)

Source: InterChina Analysis
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Covid-19 impact on M&A in China in H1 2020 has been
significant. Domestic more affected than Inbound.
Total deal value and volume went down, the inbound vs. domestic % remained stable
Transaction landscape from January – April 2020
Total Deal Size from Jan-Apr (Inbound vs. Domestic)

M&A Deal volume from Jan-Apr (Inbound vs. Domestic)

Billions
USD

548
415
Domestic

389

89%

Total
88%

Inbound

11%
2018

2019

2020

167

136

286

35.7
2018

116

2.2

2019

1.9
2020

Inbound Transactions Jan-Apr 2020 – Sector Breakdown
Consumer
cyclical
5%

Technology
2%
Financial
30%

Basic materials
4%

2019

2020

Diversified
2%

Industrial
25%
Energy
2%

Source: InterChina Analysis; Hogan Lovells.

9.4

70

66
2018

37.6

Communications
5%

Domestic
Inbound

62.2

53.9

12%

Average Deal Size from Jan-Apr (Inbound vs. Domestic)

Millions
USD

63.3

Inbound

88%

12%

63.3

Consumer, non
cyclical
25%
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However, we already see a change on the H2 trends: Large

Chinese corporates are seeking to expand both domestically and
internationally.
Large Chinese Corporates



“Whatever it takes” policy.



Empower local champions to consolidate
domestically, take over slow moving competitors.



Outbound on the rise, after 3 years of
stagnation:
 EU: Both politically (friendship) and
technologically (China 2025)
 OBOR + raw material supply chains
 Reshoring back to USA and EU … With
Chinese capital (Mexico, Canada, Eastern
Europe)



Source: InterChina Analysis.

SOE vs. POE
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Quantitative

53% of respondents sees C-19 as an opportunity to grow or to
acquire a business
Post Covid-19 M&A appetite

 53% sees C-19 as an opportunity to grow or to acquire a
business
Expectation of longer-term impact of Covid-19 on the business in
China

 51% says closing acquisitions/JV’s will be part of their
strategy in the coming 2 years
Corporate Strategy in China in the coming 2 years

Restructuring/ Divesting

Neither / Too early
to tell / don't know

9%

Opportunity (to
grow, acquire etc.)

40%

7%
Threat (to revenues,
competitiveness etc.)

Source: InterChina Survey, InterChina Analysis

53%

Acquisition/Joint Venture

Organic growth

51%

81%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Quantitative

Companies who are not dominated by their overseas
headquarters are more willing and planning to do acquisitions
In China for China (CxC) companies

 80% of those who are planning to acquire already have an “In China for China” (CxC) model
 50% of the acquirers will be those having more than 5% of global revenues being generated in China

“In China For China” (CxC)
Model(1)
Not
relevant
Not yet,
but
relevant

Yes

3%

Contribution Of Revenues
Generated In China
Above 15%

22%

14%
23%

59%

To some
degree,
but not
fully

Less than 5%

30%

48%
Between 5%
and 15%

(1) An CxC model means that the group HQ has given China country management a high degree of autonomy over corporate strategy, capex spend etc.
Source: InterChina Survey, InterChina Analysis
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Qualitative

Localization driver… decoupling between the US and China. A
world of regional blocks and localized supply chains
New Global Order
Decoupling

Regional Blocks

Buzz Words For The Coming Decade
Reshoring of
key industries

With me or
against me

Source: InterChina Analysis.

Standards
War

Still …
the global
factory
Health
standards

Financial
co-dependency

OBOR

Chinese
5G and AI

Regional
Internets
Technology
decoupling
(CHN 2025)
Confidential
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Qualitative

Covid-19 is multiplying the speed of localization

Pre-Covid-19 localization trend in China will be strengthened even more and companies need to adapt
Business aspect

Pre Covid-19
needs

Post Covid-19
needs

M&A needs / focus

1

Supply chain raw materials

+

+

/

2

Supply chain components

+/-

++

Fill the gap transactions

3

R&D and local innovation

+

++

R&D and product development

4

Locally adapted manufacturing

++

++

Scale

5

Regional coverage (Tier 1 – Tier 4 cities)

+/-

+

Scale

6

Financing

-

+

/

7

Corporate governance (local decision making)

-

+

JV & Alliance

Local competition
 Local companies have the advantage of :
• having cash
• speed
• lean corporate governance
Source: InterChina Analysis

Local supply chain
 Global dependency
 Cost and speed
 You have to be in China for China
 Chinese supply chain vs European supply
chain

It is hard to compete with the
local players.
Physical presence and local
supply chain are key.
Confidential
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LOCALIZATION
‘FILING THE
GAP”

Case study: Medical Device Company Acquires Manufacturing
assets to accelerate its localization strategy in China
The Parties
One of the top 10 global medical technology company.
The company provides innovative solutions that help
advance medical research and genomics, enhance the
diagnosis of infectious disease and cancer, improve
medication management, promote infection
prevention, equip surgical and interventional
procedures and support the management of diabetes.

Based in eastern China, the target produces highcapacity injections (containing multi-layer co-extrusion
film infusion bag), low-capacity injections (not
terminally sterilized), tablets (containing hormones),
hard capsules, pill, active pharmaceutical ingredients.
The products include more than 200 specifications,
such as antibiotic drugs, digestive system drugs,
circulatory system drugs, antineoplastic drugs, antiinflammatory drugs, etc. Among them, more than 90
kinds are listed into State Essential Drugs.

The Transaction
Transaction: Acquisition
Deal value: Undisclosed
Client and the shareholders of targets have agreed to
transfer certain infusion assets. This is a significant
acquisition for the Client in China to accelerate its
strategy of localization. It will bring substantial add-on
investment in China.

Our Involvement
InterChina served as acquirer’s advisor and provided
comprehensive transaction advice.
Advisory included deal origination, company valuation,
due diligence coordination, key terms and definitive
agreements, and transaction process management.
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Quantitative

Main Drivers: Expanding market share, building a new platform
and revamping the portfolio… Be an actor in the Consolidation.
Portfolio Revamp and Diversification (Reinventing Business Model)

 The main motives for acquisitions/JVs in China are: expanding market share (62%), new business/platform for growth (50%) and
more localized offering (38%)
 Participating in Industrial Consolidation is an underlying goal.

Main strategic motives for acquisitions/JV’s in China

Expectation on Sector structure evolution in next 3 years

New business or platform for growth
(beyond your existing core business)
Be perceived as local (to work around
discrimination against foreign enterprises)
Market access or route-to-market

15%

19%
31%

More localized offering (brand, product,
technology etc.)
In-country manufacturing, including filling
local supply chain gaps
Expand market share

Stable/don't
know

51%

More
fragmented

39%

16%

66%
More
consolidated

30%
62%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Qualitative

Key impact on corporate strategies: C-19 is a multiplier of
speed in the business transformation that started in 2019

Need of Scale a New Growth Drivers

• Size is a Key Success factor for profit Protection.
• Search of Adjacent growth segments (double digit)

Service/ After Sales Revenue Streams

Chinese Client Base

• Local licenses/practices and models that are very
difficult to replicate.
• Acquire captured local client basis.

• From traditional client base to new high growth client
segments
• Chinese clients (medium sized, listed, SOE)

Develop Local R&D Teams & Skills

B-brand Buffers

• Accesing the Medium Quality Segment (good enough, at
lower costs).
• Preempt incumbent players to move up on the value chain.

Acquire Local Technologies

• Products 100% adapted to Chinese standards.
• Cost competitive processes that are difficult to replicate to MNC.

• Access to local talent, processes, subsidies.
• Patents adapted to Chinese standards and needs.

Digitalization

• Access to Indigious innovatation (ie. Electric car,
Connectivity, E- Commerce)
• JVs between Online and Offline players.

Consolidation & Expand Regional
Coverage

• Participate in Chinese consolidation process.
• Complement Coastal Regions with Inland
and West China presence

Source: InterChina Survey of 100 China/APAC CEOs.
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ADJACENT
GROWTH

Suez acquired ALS China Environmental business in order to
scale up their business
The Parties
ALS Limited is a company headquartered in Brisbane,
Au
stralia, which provides testing, inspection, certification, and
verification services out of over 370 sites across 65 count
ries. For over a decade, ALS China has provided testing
services for investigation of polluted sites, risk assessment,
remediation acceptance and other projects providing
technical services and consulting of environmental testing in
hundreds of cities in China's 23 provinces and four
autonomous regions. ALS has turnover ~ $ 1 billion

Suez SA is a French-based utility company which
operates largely in the water treatment and waste
management sectors.
Over the past 30 years, Suez Environment has always been
active in the markets of Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao
and Taiwan, experienced strong development in the fields
of water engineering, operation management and wastes
treatment; it has become one of the most influential foreign
companies in China's environmental protection industry.
Suez has annual turnover ~ euro 15 billion

The Transaction
Transaction: Divestment
Deal value: RMB 385 million + Net Cash
SUEZ NWS and ALS Limited completed a sale for
the former to acquire 100% equity of ALS China
Environmental business to expand its business
into the third-party environmental testing
sector. This move will accelerate SUEZ NWS
development of new solutions for customers,
particularly in air quality monitoring and
remediation services, watershed quality
management and river remediation projects and
the soil remediation industry.

Our Involvement
InterChina served as ALS Limited’s advisor and
provided comprehensive transaction advice.
Advisory included full sale side services,
identification of potential buyers, preparation of
information memorandum, data room preparation,
valuation, negotiation of key terms and definitive
agreements, and transaction process management.
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Quantitative

Deal structure: Joint Venture (48%) becomes a real option for
investors
Deal structure planning when conducting a transaction

 Majority Joint Ventures (41%) and Minority deals (7%) for the first time outweigh 100% owned transactions (44%)

Don't know
Minority

7%

8%

100%

44%

41%
Majority

Source: InterChina Survey, InterChina Analysis
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Qualitative

CAF established a JV with Kangwei, boosting their
technological knowledge
The Parties
CAF is a leader of the railway industry, offering one
of the most comprehensive and flexible arrays of
products in railway related markets, such as rolling
stock, components, infrastructure, signaling and
services (maintenance, refurbishing and financial
services). With over 100 years of experience in the
supply of comprehensive transit solutions positioned
at the forefront of technology for high value-added
sustainable mobility.

Founded in 2006, Kangwei Tongchuang Group Co.
Ltd. is located in economic development zone of
Miyun district in Beijing, mainly engaged in research
and development, production and manufacture of
special driving equipment, motor and electrical
engineering, high-end intelligent device, smart
sensor, smart chip, etc., a large intelligent production
and manufacturing enterprise that integrates
production, learning and research. Its products have
been extensively applied in rail transit, military
industry, commercial space crafts, infrastructure
industry, intelligent city and many other fields.

The Transaction
Transaction: JV
Deal value: EUR 3.8 million
CAF and Kangwei have agreed on establishing a Joint
Venture specializes in wheelset manufacturing, with
options for CAF to take further stake in the future.
Parties all acknowledge that the transaction will
create significant synergies both technically and
commercially. The Joint Venture together with CAF’s
existing set-up will likely become a significant player in
the rolling stock wheelsets sector in China.

Our Involvement
InterChina served as CAF’s advisor and provided
comprehensive transaction advice.
Advisory included deal origination, company evaluation,
due diligence coordination, risk assessment, and
transaction process management.
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Qualitative

What does it mean, “to be Chinese”?. The Critical China vs
Liberalized China.

Is a local JV partner necessary or helpful…
Sector

To guarantee
market access

To facilitate
payments

To deal w. local
authorities 1

Logistics

Yes

Yes

Yes

Defense / military

Yes

Yes

Yes

Construction

Yes

Yes

Yes

Railway

Yes

Yes

Yes

Shipbuilding

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mining

Yes

Yes

Yes

Media

Yes

Partly

Partly

Agriculture

Partly

Yes

Yes

Medical devices

Partly

Yes

Yes

Oil & Gas

Partly

Yes

Yes

Pharma

Partly

Partly

Yes

Chemicals

Partly

Partly

Yes

Automotive components

No

Partly

Partly

Machinery

No

Partly

Partly

Consumer goods

No

No

Partly
1 Registration, licenses, land, etc.

This is not a legal or regulatory analysis, but based on the recent practical experience of foreign players.

23
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Quantitative

Deal sourcing channels – China is still a “Buyers Market”. Very
limited amount of publicly available divestment targets

 Very few companies (20%) are actively looking for investors or are running proactive divestment processes in China. Most players
(80%) are running proactive searches either directly or through advisors. Poor availability or suitable targets (70%) is one
of the main reasons for closing deals in China.
What channels do you use for deal sourcing / finding
partners?

Passive (approached by third parties)

Specifically, what are the main challenges you faced in
identifying the right targets?

Availability (low interest level
in doing a transaction)

20%

35%

High valuation expectations
In-house (reaching out to contact
network)

Retained search

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers

61%

80%
Unacceptable business
practices (poor compliance)
32%

Suitable size (too large, too
small)

50%

44%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Qualitative

Third Board as a source of targets. M&A triggered Delisting’s
+10,000 companies listed, limited trading/ liquidity (value x1000 lower than main stock)

Listing and Delisting market statics

Number of Companies Listing and Delisting on NEEQ

• NEEQ has lost attractions for private companies in China in recent
years.

Market Trend of NEEQ
3100

• Over 700 companies have delisted from NEEQ in 2017 and that
number increased to 1,517 in 2018 and 1,916 in 2019.

2339
1916
1592

• The main reasons for delisting include:

Trading
Activity
947

•

Mergers & Acquisitions;

•

Transferred to main stock exchange boards

•

118

Other situations, e.g. own company development need,
bankruptcy, disclosure requirement not met, etc.

DELISTING TRIGERRED BY M&A – KF Science
M ay 31

Delisting plan was
approved by
board meeting

Jun 28

Applied for
delisting

Jun 18

Kungfu General
Meeting of
Shareholders

Jul 26

2014

2015

237

2016

2017

2018

2019.1.1 - 12.17

Delisting

Dec 27

Dec 5

Oct 12

527

56

13

Listing

General
Meeting of
Shareholders

Acquisition
plan was
announced

NEEQ approved
the termination of
listing

Acquisition plan
was announced

709

DELISTING TRIGERRED BY M&A – Superpix Micro Tech

2019

Suspend trading

2013

Aug 5

2019

Jun 13

16

0

1517

Fengxing completed
acquisition of 51%
shares in Kungfu

Jan 30

Official
Delisted from
NEEQ

2018

2019

M ay 15

Suspend trading
due to potential
acquisition by Will
Semiconductor

Dec 10

Board Meeting

Jan 11

Applied for delisting

Jan 27

Aug 1

Transaction
completed

NEEQ approved
termination of listing
starting from Jan 30
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Valuation – Downward trend of trading multiples will probably
go on after Covid-19, specially in traditional areas.

Quantitative

Whether the decreasing valuation trend of pre Covid-19 will go on is a big question mark for many executives
 For the first time, more than 35% expect their sector
valuation to be in the 8-10x EBITDA

 High uncertainty about the impact of Covid-19 on the
valuation in de sector

Estimated current valuation range in the sector

Change in valuations since the Covid-19 outbreak
2%

11%

Above 13x EBITDA
10-13x EBITDA

Valuations are
increasing

18%

Valuations are
decreasing

35%

8-10x EBITDA

15%

No relevant change
/ don't know

37%

Below 8x EBITDA

84%

 Historical trading multiples already going down before Covid-19
Chinese Public Companies Trading Multiples Median EV/EBITDA
29.5x
21.1x

32.1x
26.1x

25.2x

15.8x

12.5x

10.4x

Transaction Prices are going
down in traditional
segments
 “Chinese Entrepreneur Crisis”
 General gloomy outlook

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Note: Based on disclosed values; Exceptionally high multiples above 60x were excluded
Source: InterChina Survey, Capital IQ
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Quantitative

Deal Breakers: Valuation expectations & Compliance is the
main challenge. Lack of sizable deals follows.
The main challenges when pursuing a deal in China

 High valuation expectations is the biggest challenge in
the search for the right partner

 Agreeing on valuation seems to be the main challenge
when closing a transaction in China

Main challenges in identifying the right partner

Main challenges in closing a transaction

Availability (low interest level
in doing a transaction)

Securing government approvals

35%

Gaining internal buy-in to do the deal
High valuation expectations

11%

53%

61%
Agreeing on the valuation

Unacceptable business
practices (poor compliance)
Suitable size (too large, too
small)

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers

79%

50%
Compliance/due diligence
44%

Identifying the right targets

68%

63%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers

 Valuation and compliance/due diligence as main challenges in pursuing the deal as well as during the transaction closing

Source: InterChina Survey, Capital IQ
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Qualitative

In the “Higher Compliance China”, cleaning the target might
not be a source of competitive disadvantage like before.
A more Leveled Playing field, across
traditional industries in China
“Compliance China”

Different Access To Finance

Environmental Compliance

Financial Deleverage
• Borrowing money is almost impossible
for many non listed companies.
• Listed companies have already pledged
their shares at higher valuations.

• CAPEX.
• Increasing costs.

Industrial Standard Compliance
• Over-capacity situation is starting to bite
• Mainly closures of POEs (not SOEs) and “idle”
capacity.
• Price spikes, supply problems.

Network Financing
• Cost is +400-600 points higher on
average than normal financial.
• Banks refuse non-related cross
collateral, and are revising existing
structures.

Tax Compliance
• VAT.
• Social security.
• Anti corruption

“Way To Market” More difficult
Demand Trade-Up
• Comprehensive product mix.
• Quality & standards.
• Higher technology.

R&D And
Product
Trade-Up

Need To
Build Real
Sales &
Marketing

Source: InterChina Interviews & Analysis
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Quantitative

Divestment trends amongst multinationals, Private Equities and
Chinese SME’s

Mixed divestments plans for multinationals on the one hand and PE’s and Chinese SME’s on the other hand
Corporate Strategy in China in the
coming 2 years
Restructuring/ Divesting

For the first time, 9% of the multinationals sees divestments
as part of their corporate strategy in the coming 2 years

9%

MOREOVER

Acquisition/Joint Venture

51%

Organic growth

81%

PRIVATE EQUITY
 PE’s will aggressively look for investment…


Cheap assets, a lot of interesting
opportunities

We expect a different view for private equities and for
Chinese SME’s

CHINESE SME’s
 A lot of Chinese SME’s will be forced to sell
their business as they cannot compete
anymore with their fast-moving competitors

 … but also conduct focused divestments


Portfolio that can not be listed



Liquidity needs
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Divestments: The number of divestments and restructuring by
foreign companies in China definitely trend up in recent years

Qualitative

1,225 divestments from MNCs in China. i.e. ownership is a registered entity not in China
The number of divestments has increased five-fold since start of 2000
2000

2013

2019

2015

EXIT THROUGH PARTIAL OR FULL DIVESTMENT
Consumer

Healthcare, Chemicals, Tech

Industrial/Auto

> 3,000

1,225



Sellers = non-China residents



Partial sale



Complete exit



Foreign PE exits



JV restructuring

Management time
Lack of meaningful
scale
Deteriorating financial
performance
Requirements for
continued funding

Relationship with
partners (if it is a JV)
Lack of long term
competitiveness
Scaling down on
capacity

Source: Thomson Financial; InterChina Interviews & Analysis
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Motivation to divest is largely connected to Portfolio
Restructuring. A majority of assets were acquired by Chinese
companies

Quantitative

 Portfolio Restructuring (85%) and JV restructuring (strengthen
business by inviting a local partners) (15%) are key drivers to
divest.

 Strategic investors, both local (33%) and Multinational (20%)
are perceived as most likely investors. Private Equity (for the first
time) comes in the picture (24%)

Main strategic motive for divesting in China

Who do you expect to be the eventual buyer / investor?

Strenghten the business
(bring in a strategic
investor into majority
position, with relevant
capabilities/resources)

0%

Exit China
altogether
Doesn't matter/don't know

15%

Local Chinese private equity

0%
Supply chain
decoupling (reduce
dependency on China
given geopolitical
tensions and risks)

85%

30%

7%

Local Chinese strategic investor
Portfolio
refocus (spin
off underperforming/non
-core units to
refocus China
business)

International private equity

International strategic investor

33%

17%

20%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Quantitative

Advisors are retained in all cases. 42% of the China
divestments are run by China-based financial advisors.
How do you run the divestment process?

China-based financial
advisory and China / Asia
search

32%
48%

Global financial advisory and
global search

20%

China-based financial
advisory and global search
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PORTFOLIO
RESTRUCTURING

Odfjell Terminals Asia sold its indirect equity holdings in Odfjell
Terminals (Dalian) to VTTI
The Parties
Odfjell Terminals Asia, the Asia platform of a global tank
storage service provider owned by Odfjell Terminals BV
and Lindsay Goldberg. Odfjell Terminals provides safe
and efficient storage for vital liquids, chemicals and oil
products at strategic international shipping hubs. Odfjell
Terminals provides safe storage for vital liquids and
chemicals in Antwerp (Belgium), Ulsan (Korea), Dalian,
Jiangyin and Tianjin (China), Houston and Charleston
(USA). One tank terminal is under development in
Changxing Island in China.

VTTI is a fast-growing independent provider of energy
storage worldwide. VTTI currently offer 9.5 million m3 of
combined storage capacity across 5 continents, which will
rise to over 10 million m3 in the near future as new
projects come on line. VTTI is owned by Vitol Group
("Vitol"), IFM Investors (“IFM”) and the Abu Dhabi
National Oil Company (“ADNOC”). Vitol is the largest
independent energy trader in the world, trading more
than 7 million barrels of crude oil and oil products every
day. Vitol's revenues in 2018 were US$231 billion.

The Transaction
Deal: Divestment
Value: RMB 413 million
Odfjell Terminals China has finalized the sale of its
indirect 50% equity interest in Odfjell Terminals
(Dalian) to VTTI B.V. for a price of approximately
RMB 413 million. This divestment is in line with
Odfjell’s strategy to grow and focus on
chemical terminals in locations where they can
harvest synergies with Odfjell Tankers.

Our Involvement
InterChina Partners served as Odfjells advisor and
provided comprehensive transaction advice.
InterChina’s advisory included full sale side services,
preparation of Information Memorandum, data room
preparation, valuation, due diligence coordination,
negotiation of key terms and definitive agreements
and transaction process management. This
transaction was co-advised with Morgan Stanley.
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Conclusions
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Covid 19 is a great multiplier of speed on the Chinese
corporate transaction ecosystem.
1

Consolidation

2

Raising stars & a new Playing
field

Covid-19 is multiplying the speed of the
pre Covid-19 consolidation trend

Threat of losing market quota to
more aggressive buyers

Excess capacity (export going down),
compliance reform and the anti-crisis package
will force companies to consolidate

 The (smaller) players who are not
profiting from the after Covid-19
situation and who cannot compete
with the ones that are fast and have
cash, will be bought by the
multinationals, P.E.’s and the “China
champions”

The ones profiting from this will have money
and acquire the players that are suffering to
survive
Those “winners” will aggressively acquire
companies:
 for scale
 for local technologies

 Chinese SME’s will outsource their
services to the top pyramid players
and will become more professional

3

Second wave of outbound
investment
A lot of interesting investment
opportunities will come up in the
coming months

 Covid-19 will create a lot of
investment opportunities for the
companies that have cash
 This may generate some outbound
interest. However, the geopolitical
tension and some failures of previous
outbound acquisitions may curb the
interest for large transactions

The domestic marketplace will be reshaped in the incoming 5 years.
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Multinationals are already reacting, but only those with flexibility
and proactive resources will manage to compete with local
leaders.
International firms need to decide whether the are “in” or “out”, where “in” means a China x
China model …

Like many firms, we are
looking for cost
savings… But we are
sticking to our China
strategy and making
significant investments.

Major US companies with large
China operations are doubling
down on China despite the
negative sentiment in the
US. They are expanding in China
because of the business outlook.

An underlying theme has been the greater
independence given to or taken by the
China operation … Smart companies are
letting their China operations move ahead
because they realise they're getting through
this and the country is moving ahead.

Source: InterChina Analysis.
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Survey Results
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Survey Outcome - Question 1. Sectors of the respondents
Which sector are you in?

Other
Materials, Chemicals

Business Services
8%
10%

Telecom, Technology
Consumer Goods, Retail &
Services

21%

3%
4%
11%

24%

Agriculture, Food & Beverage
8%

10%

Industrials, Machinery,
Equipment

Healthcare
Automotive
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Survey Outcome - Question 2. Contribution of revenues
generated in China
What contribution do your China revenues make to your total global revenues?

Above 15%
Less than 5%

22%
30%

48%

Between 5% and 15%
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Survey Outcome - Question 3. Achievement of “In China for
China” model
Have you achieved an “In China for China” (CxC) model (where group HQ has given China country management a high
degree of autonomy over corporate strategy, capex spend etc.)?

Not relevant
3%

Yes
14%

Not yet, but relevant

23%

59%

To some degree, but not fully
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Survey Outcome - Question 4. Longer-term impact of Covid-19
on the business
Beyond the immediate shock (if there was one), how do you see the longer-term impact of COVID-19 on your business in
China?

Neither / too early to tell / don't
know
21%
30%
41%
52%

Opportunity (to grow, acquire
etc.)

24%
7%

Threat (to revenues,
competitiveness etc.)
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Survey Outcome - Question 5. Evolution of sector structure
How do you expect the structure of your sector to evolve over the next 3 years?

Stable/don't know

19%

21%
30%

More fragmented

16%
66%
24%

More consolidated
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Survey Outcome - Question 6. Amount of M&A transactions in
the past 2 years
How many M&A transactions (acquisitions, JVs, divestments etc.) have you closed in the last 2 years?

3-5

Over 5
6%
4%

2-3

None
23%

39%

29%

1
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Survey Outcome - Question 7. Type of M&A transactions closed
in the past 2 years
In the last 2 years, what type of M&A transactions did you close?

Other

7%

None

22%

Resturcturing/Divesting

22%

Acquisition /Joint Venture

68%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Survey Outcome - Question 8. Future corporate strategy
priority in China
In the coming 2 years, what will be your corporate strategy priorities in China?

Restructuring/ Divesting

9%

Acquisition/Joint Venture

Organic growth

51%

81%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Survey Outcome - Question 9. Strategic motives for
acquisitions/JV’s in China
What are your main strategic motives for acquisitions / JVs in China?

New business or platform for growth (beyond your existing core business)

Be perceived as local (to work around discrimination against foreign enterprises)

Market access or route-to-market

51%

15%

31%

More localized offering (brand, product, technology etc.)

In-country manufacturing, including filling local supply chain gaps

Expand market share

39%

30%

62%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Survey Outcome - Question 10. Deal structure in
acquisitions/JV
What is your deal structure for an acquisition / JV?

Don't know
Minority

8%
7%

44%

100%

41%

Majority
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Survey Outcome - Question 11. Deal sourcing channels
What channels do you use for deal sourcing / finding partners?

Passive (approached by third parties)

20%

In-house (reaching out to contact network)

Retained search

80%

32%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Survey Outcome - Question 12. Challenges in identifying the
right targets
Specifically, what are the main challenges you faced in identifying the right targets?

Availability (low interest level in doing a transaction)

35%

High valuation expectations

61%

Unacceptable business practices (poor compliance)

Suitable size (too large, too small)

50%

44%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Survey Outcome - Question 13. Challenges of a transaction
What are the top 3 challenges in closing a transaction?

Securing government approvals

Gaining internal buy-in to do the deal

11%

53%

Agreeing on the valuation

79%

Compliance/due diligence

Identifying the right targets

68%

63%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Survey Outcome - Question 14. Achievement of objectives in
post-deal integration
What is your experience of post-deal integration, did you achieve your transaction objectives?

Not relevant
Generally satisfied
20%
Generally dissatisfied

30%

4%

46%

Mixed experience
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Survey Outcome - Question 15. Motivation to divest
What is your main strategic motive for divesting in China?

Strenghten the business (bring in a strategic
investor into majority position, with relevant
capabilities/resources)

0%
Supply chain decoupling (reduce
dependency on China given
geopolitical tensions and risks)

Exit China altogether

0%

15%

85%

Portfolio refocus (spin off underperforming/non-core units to
refocus China business)
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Survey Outcome - Question 16. Eventual buyer/investor
expectations
Who do you expect to be the eventual buyer / investor?

Doesn't matter/don't know

Local Chinese private equity

30%

7%

Local Chinese strategic investor

International private equity

International strategic investor

33%

17%

20%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Survey Outcome - Question 17. How the divestment process is
run
How do you run the divestment process?

China-based financial advisory
and China / Asia search
32%
48%

Global financial advisory and
global search

20%

China-based financial advisory
and global search
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Survey Outcome - Question 18. Challenges of closing a
transaction
What were the top 3 challenges in closing a transaction?

Securing government approvals

Pushback from employees in China

42%

25%

Agreeing on the valuation

78%

Identifying the right buyers

Restructuring prior to sale

69%

42%

Note: Respondents could pick multiple answers
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Survey Outcome - Question 19. Achievement of transaction
objectives
Looking back, did you achieve your divestment transaction objectives?

No

13%
Yes
35%

35%
Too early to tell/ don't know
16%

Partially
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Survey Outcome - Question 20. Covid-19 impact on valuations
in China
Since the COVID-19 outbreak started in China, have you seen a change in valuations in China?

Valuations are increasing

2%
Valuations are decreasing

15%

84%
No relevant change / don't know
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Survey Outcome - Question 21. Average valuation in the sector
What do you estimate average valuations to be in your relevant sector?

Below 8x EBITDA

Above 13x EBITDA
11%
18%

35%
8-10x EBITDA

37%
10-13x EBITDA
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Survey Outcome - Question 22. Typical deal cycle in China
How long is your typical deal cycle in China from first round of negotiations through to execution of the definitive
agreements?

Under 6 months
2%

40%
6-12 months

58%
1-2 years
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Survey Outcome - Question 23. Corporate Development team
in China
Do you have a dedicated Corporate Development team in China? 6~12 months.

40%

Yes

60%
No
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Contact Us

Reach out to us to learn more about our experience and capabilities
Follow us on __

__

www.InterChinaPartners.com
Exclusive China partner of

Corporate Finance

Shanghai

Beijing

Barry Chen
Managing Partner, Head of Corporate Finance

Eduardo Morcillo
Managing Partner, CEO

Jan Borgonjon
President

T: +86 (21) 6341 0699
E: Barry.Chen@InterChinaPartners.com

T: +86 (21) 6341 0699
E: Eduardo.Morcillo@InterChinaPartners.com

T: +86 (10) 8451 2088
E: Jan.Borgonjon@InterChinaPartners.com

Suite 1201
100 Bund Square
100 South Zhongshan Road
Huangpu District
Shanghai 200010
P.R. China

Suite 1106
Golden Land Building
32 Liangmaqiao Road
Chaoyang District
Beijing 100016
P.R. China
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Exclusive China member of
www.InterChinaPartners.com
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